
Bodyguard 1621 

Chapter 1621: Very strange 

But Mengyao and Yushu had become the closest people to Lin Yi, other than Tang Yun and Xiaoxiao. He 

wouldn’t hide these things from them anymore. 

“Argh! Her brother was your former comrade … And he might have been sacrificed. This girl is so 

pitiful!” Mengyao felt that Ziyu was even more pitiful than Chen Xi-she didn’t have a single family 

member left. “You’re saying that you’ll arrange for them to go to Di Yi Senior High School? I’ll have to tell 

uncle Fu to take care of them …” 

The Miss had this bit of power, and although Lin Yi could do it, it was good to have the Miss do some 

good. 

Knowing that Lin Yi’s strength was disappearing, Yushu didn’t bring up the idea of going somewhere 

else. She sat in the car and went back to the Chu villa! 

“Boss, you guys are back so early? How was it, did you have fun?” Chentian was at home, looking after 

the house. He was now Lin Yi’s follower, bodyguard, and Butler. He was probably like uncle Fu’s number 

two now. 

“I’m going into seclusion! You are in charge of the safety of the house!” Lin Yi waved his hand and didn’t 

reply to Chentian’s question.”During this time, don’t disturb me!” 

“Ah … Yes!” Chentian didn’t know what was going on, but Lin Yi’s serious tone didn’t make him question 

him. He nodded seriously,”Boss, don’t worry. Leave the house to me.” 

Lin Yi trusted Wu Chengtian and quickly went back to his room and closed the door after giving the 

orders. 

“Sisters-in-law, what’s wrong with boss Lin Yi? Is he about to break through?” Chentian asked after Lin Yi 

entered the room. 

“Lin Yi ran into some trouble, I think he’s poisoned and lost all his strength. He needs to recover …” 

Mengyao didn’t hide it from Chentian, but she didn’t know much about it, so she told him what Lin Yi 

told her on the way. 

“Ah? Boss’s strength disappeared again?” But Chentian didn’t mind.”It should be fine. I’m already 

crippled, but boss can heal me. He must have a way!” 

“I hope so!” Chu Mengyao nodded and prayed for Lin Yi in her heart, hoping that he was fine. 

When Lin Yi returned to his room, all the strength in his body had disappeared. He was no different from 

a normal person! Lin Yi didn’t think that the snake’s poison would be this overbearing, dispersing a 

practitioner’s Qi! 

He’d heard of similar poisons before, but this was considered unorthodox. He’d never studied it before, 

and he really didn’t know how to solve it now that he’d encountered it! Fortunately, Lin Yi had the Jade 

as a trump card, so he had nothing to fear! 



Otherwise, it would be difficult for other cultivators to recover their strength even if they were crippled! 

Lin Yi didn’t think too much about it and went into the Jade space, preparing to start from the beginning. 

It wasn’t the first time he lost all his strength, so he wasn’t nervous. He used the art of Dragon mastery 

and the energy in the Jade space was quickly activated, turning into Qi and entering his body … 

When the energy turned into Qi and accumulated in Lin Yi’s body, he finally let out a breath of relief. It 

seemed that his golden finger was really powerful. As long as his meridians were fine, even if he lost all 

his strength, he could slowly recover! 

It was the same situation as last time when he fought Zhang naipao-he wasn’t in a rush, and continued 

practitioning … 

Golden class early phase, golden class early phase peak, golden class middle phase-Lin Yi had rushed all 

the way to golden class late phase peak in just a few hours! Lin Yi’s training speed was probably 

unprecedented. What inheritance, what chrysanthemum Arts, they couldn’t have Lin Yi’s speed! 

But, when Lin Yi was breaking through to Mystic, something strange happened! 

Going from golden class late phase peak to Mystic early phase wasn’t a problem for Lin Yi-he just 

jumped over it, but the moment he reached Mystic early phase, the strange thing happened again. The 

Qi that he’d just accumulated in his body was like a flood breaking through a dam-it started to flow away 

rapidly, and in a moment, Lin Yi’s strength fell back to golden class late phase peak! 

After that, it was the late phase of the Golden class, then the middle phase peak … Lin Yi was about to 

become the early phase of the Golden class! 

Lin Yi’s heart skipped a beat. He quickly used the art of Dragon mastery, trying to absorb the energy in 

the Jade space to make up for the loss of Qi, but the speed of the loss of Qi was far beyond the speed of 

Lin Yi’s training. The energy that was replenished simply couldn’t make ends meet! 

And so, tragedy struck again-in the blink of an eye, Lin Yi had become a normal person again! 

Lin Yi was completely stunned by this strange situation. What was going on? How did the strength that 

he had just cultivated disappear in a short while? 

Lin Yi sat in the Jade space, his face dark and uncertain. He’d never encountered something like this 

before, it was his first time! 

He was fine before, how did his strength disappear just after he reached Mystic? 

Lin Yi gritted his teeth and pondered for a moment. He didn’t believe this. He started the art of Dragon 

mastery again, planning to start from a normal person and start all over again! 

And so, Lin Yi’s strength started to increase again. This time, the strength he gained from training didn’t 

disappear quickly, and his Qi could be accumulated bit by bit. Soon, Lin Yi became an early phase golden 

class master! 

This situation made Lin Yi let out a breath of relief. He continued to work hard on his cultivation, and so, 

golden class early phase peak, golden class middle phase … All the way to golden class late phase peak! 

Lin Yi was starting to get nervous! 



Last time, it was when he was at the peak late phase of the Golden class. This time, there wouldn’t be 

any problems, would there? 

However, it seemed that the more he worried, the more likely it was to happen. The moment Lin Yi 

broke through to Mystic early phase, the tragedy of losing his strength befell him again! Lin Yi’s strength 

started to drain out of his body rapidly again! 

This time, Lin Yi didn’t even use the art of Dragon mastery to resist it, because the loss was too fast, 

even faster than the speed of his cultivation. It was useless to resist it! (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1622: Two ways 

There was a problem! There was definitely a problem! After two confirmations, Lin Yi was now certain 

that the snake poison wasn’t as simple as he thought it was. The potency was beyond his imagination! 

The snake venom in Lin Yi’s body didn’t get expelled or dissolved by his Qi as he expected. It remained in 

his body! Not only did it remain in his body, but it was even causing trouble, making Lin Yi unable to 

cultivate normally! 

Now, Lin Yi didn’t need to continue cultivating. The most important thing was to find out what the 

poison was and how to solve it! If he couldn’t solve it, then wouldn’t he be stuck at golden class late 

phase peak forever? 

Lin Yi broke out in a cold sweat! It seemed that he had been too careless. Elder Zhu was not a simple 

man! Lin Yi gritted his teeth in anger, but there was nothing he could do! 

Knowing that there was no point in continuing, Lin Yi quickly calmed down. He was an expert in 

medicine, and old Lin was an expert among experts. Although he didn’t know much about these sinister 

schemes, it didn’t mean that old Lin didn’t know! 

Lin Yi vaguely remembered reading about this kind of harmful poison in a medical book. The effect was 

similar to the snake poison he had today, but this kind of poison was mostly used by the dark medical 

sects. It reminded Lin Yi of Yaowang! 

This elder Zhu’s style was similar to Yaowang ‘s, at least this poison was in line with his style! This old 

thing specialized in researching those harmful drugs! 

“Elder Jiao, what’s going on?” Before asking old Lin, Lin Yi decided to ask elder Jiao first, to see if he had 

experience. 

“You’re poisoned, aren’t you?” “Aren’t you an expert in medicine?”elder Jiao said nonchalantly. Just 

think of a way to detoxify it, what’s the use of asking me?” 

“Uh … I mean, can you cure this poison?” Lin Yi asked with a bitter smile. 

“Me?” Elder Jiao shook his head,”I’m not good at that. If you can’t refine it with pure Qi, there’s no use 

looking for me. I’m only good at those treatment and antidotes that don’t require medicinal herbs. I 

don’t know anything about those that require medicinal herbs.” 

“I see … Alright then.” Lin Yi nodded-elder Jiao was probably telling the truth. He was more familiar with 

Qi and acupuncture points, but he didn’t know much about medicine. 



Lin Yi left the Jade space and called old Lin without delay. It was late, but he still called old Lin. 

“Yi? What are you doing? Are you sleepwalking?” Old Lin was still half-asleep when he picked up the 

phone. 

“Old man, don’t sleep anymore. Something big has happened!” Lin Yi said quickly. 

“Ah? Fire? Was it an earthquake? The UFO is here?” Old Lin came to his senses and realized there was 

nothing there. He raged,”Are you crazy? You’re calling me in the middle of the night? What’s the 

matter?” 

“Old man, I’m crippled!” Lin Yi said with a bitter smile. 

“What? Crippled? Crippled? Did you overindulge and get kicked?” Old Lin asked. 

“…” Lin Yi was speechless,”I said I lost my strength!” 

“Don’t you often lose your strength? Trash is even more powerful. ” Old Lin said, pouting. 

“It’s different this time. I seem to have been poisoned, and my strength disappeared all of a sudden.” 

“And it’s different from usual, too,” Lin Yi continued,”my Qi will disperse again the moment I reach 

Mystic class …” 

With that, Lin Yi explained everything to old Lin in detail, from the incident to his current condition. 

“Oh … I see.” Old Lin frowned after hearing Lin Yi’s words. He pondered for a while,”If I’m not wrong, 

you should have been poisoned by the five-step strength-scattering powder!” 

“Five-step strength-scattering powder? Why did it sound like half-step madness with a smile? A name 

from a wuxia novel?” Lin Yi blinked. 

“You can say so. Within five steps, the poison can take effect and dissipate the entire body’s strength!” 

“But this five steps strength scattering powder only works on Mystic class practitioners, it has no effect 

on Earth Class and above. Earth Class practitioners can resolve it on their own after being poisoned, and 

there won’t be any signs of their strength being lost,” old Lin said. 

“No way? I’m Mystic late phase peak, just one step away from Earth Class and I’m this unlucky?” Lin Yi 

understood now-no wonder boss Zhu wasn’t afraid of hurting himself when he was fiddling with the 

grass snake. He was an Earth Class now, and didn’t care about that. 

“You can say that.” “You’re the unlucky one,”old Lin said. 

…”Then why, when I was training before, before I reached Mystic, there were no side effects?” Lin Yi 

asked, confused. 

“Haha, I told you, this poison only works on Mystic class Masters, so it won’t work on you until you’re a 

Mystic, so there’s no side effect!” “Do you understand now?” old Lin asked. 

“I see!” “Then, old Lin, you should know a way to cure it, right?” Lin Yi asked. 



Lin Yi could tell from old Lin’s tone that there wasn’t a single trace of nervousness or panic-he knew that 

old Lin had a proper solution, and so he relaxed! Otherwise, it’d be a joke if he stayed at golden class 

late phase peak forever! 

“Yes, there are two types!” Boss Lin said in an unfathomable manner. 

“Two? Then why don’t you say it?” Lin Yi felt much more at ease after hearing that there were two 

solutions. Even if one didn’t work, there was still another alternative. 

“The first method is to create an antidote! “I have the recipe for the antidote, and you can make it 

yourself … But …” Old Lin paused. 

“But what? Is there a problem?” Lin Yi quickly asked. 

“But there is a rare medicine in the antidote!” Old Lin said. 

“Rare? It can’t be similar to the fire Spirit’s fruit, right?” Lin Yi asked, startled. 

“I won ‘t!” Old Lin shook his head.”I’ve never heard of the fruit before, but this herb, some experienced 

doctors know about it. I grow it in my herb garden too, and I have the seeds of this herb!” 

“What’s the “but” then? There’s no problem, right?” Lin Yi asked, confused. 

“The problem is that there isn ‘t, but you should have heard of this medicine before. It’s called spring 

grass!” Lin Dongfang said. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1623: All very difficult 

“Spring grass?” Lin Yi repeated the name of the herb, and his face turned ugly. He finally understood 

what old Lin meant by “but”! 

Spring grass, as its name suggested, was a kind of herb that grew in spring. It would wither as soon as 

spring passed. However, the medicinal properties of this herb were all in its juice. In other words, only 

the juice of the fresh spring grass would be effective. The withered spring grass was no different from 

ordinary withered grass. It had no value! 

But at this time, spring had already passed, and the spring grass had long withered! In other words, if Lin 

Yi wanted to cure the poison, he would have to wait until next spring! In the past, Lin Yi would’ve been 

able to wait, but this year, he couldn ‘t! 

Lin Yi had a lot of big things to do this year! First, the noble House meeting was about to start, and Lin Yi 

needed to get his strength into Earth Class before it started. He needed to force his followers, Chen 

Yutian, Wu Chentian, and song Lingshan into Earth Class as well, so that he could cause trouble for 

house Yu in the meeting! 

But now that he had lost his strength, a golden class late phase peak bringing a few Mystic class early 

phase Masters to cause trouble-that wasn’t trouble anymore, it was suicide! 

But this wasn’t the most important thing-the five-year promise was about to be fulfilled, and Lin Yi was 

now a half-cripple. How was he supposed to fulfill the five-year promise? Although the stone gate 



seemed to only recognize the level of the mental cultivation method and not the level of strength, who 

knew if there would be any trouble? 

Third, Lin Yi was now a golden class master-those people who had grudges against Lin Yi would probably 

rush over to cause him trouble once they heard the news. 

So Lin Yi needed to recover his strength before the news spread! Lin Yi couldn’t wait that long. 

“Old man, don’t screw me over. Tell me the second method. Although the first method is feasible, I 

don’t have the time!” Lin Yi said. 

“Alright, but the second method is more difficult. Since you want to know, I’ll tell you!” Old Lin paused 

before continuing,”As long as you train to Earth Class, the five step strength scattering powder’s poison 

will be cured on its own. You don’t even need to take any antidote, it’s a natural treatment with no 

poison or side effects!” 

“Ha?” “I can’t even make it past Mystic now, and you’re telling me to get to Earth Class?” Lin Yi blinked. 

How is this possible?” 

“How would I know?” Old Lin rolled his eyes.”I’ve only told you the solution in the medical book. You’re 

asking me how to cultivate. How am I supposed to know?” I think it’s for you to absorb enough Qi from 

the peak late phase of the Golden class, and break through the early phase, peak early phase, middle 

phase, peak middle phase, peak late phase, peak late phase, all six classes in one go. You’ll break 

through to Earth Class, and then you’ll be able to cure it!” 

“Old man, do you think that’s possible?” Lin Yi didn’t know what to say-it was already so hard for him to 

go from Mystic late phase peak to Mystic late phase peak, let alone Earth Class! 

If Lin Yi was an Earth Class before he lost his strength, then he might be able to break through 

immediately. But now, Lin Yi felt that this method wasn’t realistic! 

“Impossible.” Old Lin said very straightforwardly. 

“Ah?” Lin Yi blinked. 

“So, you can bring your big wife, small wife, and middle wife back here. I can’t say for sure about other 

things, but I do have some face in the Hidden House level. As long as you don’t mess with an ancient 

sect, you won’t be a threat.” “Plus, you have the wife of the sect master to back you up-the Ancient 

Ones would probably give you some face, too-come back and take shelter!” 

“Pfff …” Lin Yi almost fainted from the lack of oxygen.”Seek refuge? Is there a mistake? Besides, who 

would know who Feng Xiaoxiao was? Old man, can you not trick me? The Ice Palace had made it very 

clear-Rock Candy wouldn’t stand up for me, at least until Xiaoxiao became a Sky Class master-she 

wouldn’t go against the other ancient houses or sects for me! Unless Xiaoxiao was in charge of the Ice 

Palace! Besides, I have a lot of grudges, and the arrow has already been nocked on the bow. You sent 

me here, but nothing has been solved, and now you want me to go back and take refuge after leaving a 

mess?” 

“Then pretend I didn’t say anything. I’ve told you the method, so you can think of a way yourself!” Old 

Lin yawned.”I’m tired. I’m going back to sleep. Good night!” 



With that, old Lin hung up, not bothering to talk to Lin Yi. 

“…” Lin Yi was speechless, but he didn’t have anything to complain about. Old Lin was telling the truth, 

and no matter how much he asked, there were only these two methods! 

The first method was definitely impossible. Spring grass had seasonal characteristics. The planting of this 

herb had to completely follow the changes in the seasonal climate. Even if it was planted in a 

greenhouse or a large shed, the results would be completely different! 

And even if they could plant it now, it was too late. It would take at least two months for it to germinate, 

and the noble House meeting only had half a month. The timing didn’t match at all. 

The second method seemed difficult, but it was the only way. Even if Lin Yi knew it was difficult, he still 

had to try! And how could he test it? No matter what, Lin Yi needed to get his strength to golden class 

late phase peak first, and then try to break through to Earth Class with that as a Foundation! 

After entering the Jade space, Lin Yi quickly turned his strength to golden class late phase peak. Then, he 

stopped and started to think of a plan! Breaking through six levels from golden class late phase peak all 

the way to Earth Class was indeed very difficult-it required a lot of Qi! 

Just as old Lin said, if he could absorb all this Qi in one go, he could instantly cross Mystic and become an 

Earth Class. But how could he do that? 

Cultivation had to be done step by step, and everything had to be done step by step. He couldn’t break 

the rules, right? 

“From golden class late phase peak to Earth Class, how much energy is needed to level up? And How do 

I absorb all this energy into my body?” Lin Yi frowned and muttered to himself. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 1624: -repeated failures 

“Don’t you know how to compress your Zhen Qi? Why don’t you try compressing it and suck it in?” Elder 

Jiao, who’d been silent all this time, finally spoke up. 

“Yeah!” Lin Yi suddenly realized that he could compress his Qi. He could compress his Qi outside his 

body and absorb it into his body when it was compressed to a certain amount. Wouldn’t that mean he 

could break through in one go? 

At that thought, Lin Yi really wanted to run over and kiss him, but he was afraid that the old man would 

think that they were gay friends. He decided against it-he might as well test it out now! 

Lin Yi estimated the amount of energy needed to go from golden class late phase peak to Mystic late 

phase peak, and started compressing the energy around him! He didn’t know if this would work, but he 

had no other choice. ‘Search wuxiaworld * 0rg on google’ 

Compressing energy required time and strength to control. At the start, Lin Yi was able to compress 

energy easily, but as time went on, it became harder and harder to control! Lin Yi realized that the 

maximum amount of energy he could compress was the total amount of energy in his body! In other 

words, the amount of energy Lin Yi could compress now was equivalent to the total energy of the peak 

late phase of the Golden class in his body! 



Once it exceeded this amount, it became much more difficult for Lin Yi to compress it. Not only did the 

speed slow down, but he also felt that the energy outside his body became extremely unstable, as if it 

would explode if he wasn’t careful! 

Lin Yi could only proceed slowly and steadily as if he was walking on thin ice. It was like building blocks-

the higher it was, the harder it was, and the slightest mistake could cause it to fall apart! Finally, Lin Yi 

felt that he couldn’t control it anymore and quickly absorbed the compressed Qi into his body! 

Lin Yi was afraid that the compressed energy would explode in his body, so he decided to release it 

slowly, bit by bit! However, even though it was slow, it was only a little slower than the normal speed of 

release! 

Even if it was just a little slower, it wouldn’t have produced that kind of explosive effect! It was like a 

balloon. If you poked it with a needle, it might explode, but if you let go of the plug, although the air 

would be released quickly, it would not explode. 

The reason why Lin Yi didn’t dare to take too long was because he was afraid that the poison would act 

up again after breaking through to Mystic class! 

Mystic late phase! The compressed energy that Lin Yi absorbed this time only allowed him to regain his 

strength back to Mystic late phase. After that, the five steps strength-scattering powder’s poison acted 

up again, and Lin Yi’s energy flowed out like a stream again, turning him back into a normal person! 

However, Lin Yi wasn’t dejected. The facts proved that his method was feasible! So Lin Yi wasn’t 

discouraged. After resting for a while, he raised his strength to golden class late phase peak again and 

started the Qi compression game again! 

To be honest, it was really like playing a game. He held the energy ball of compressed energy in his hand 

carefully, afraid that it would explode if he was not careful! 

As expected, Lin Yi accidentally made the energy ball explode, but he didn’t give up. The energy ball this 

time was obviously bigger than the first one, and there was more energy inside! 

It was only a small difference, but it was a sign of success. Lin Yi believed that with his perseverance and 

hard work, victory was not far away … 

This was a technical job, and Lin Yi carefully started to compress the third Energy ball … 

…………………… 

In the Hidden House of the Tang family, after old master Tang had arranged the affairs of the family, he 

was ready to go to the ice Mountain with Tang GE and Xiao Ming! 

The whole family felt that it was very strange-ever since elder Tang became a Sky Class master, he had 

never left the house. He had been cultivating at home and rarely asked about the family’s Affairs. Now, 

he suddenly wanted to go out, and he even brought Tang GE and Xiao Ming! 

It would make sense if he had only brought Tang Qiqi with him, but it was a bit inconceivable to bring 

Xiao Ming, a daughter-in-law who had been banished to the cold Palace by the eldest daughter-in-law 

many years ago, out with him! 



Tang GE’s father, eldest brother Tang, wanted to say something several times, but he hesitated. He 

wanted to ask his father what he was going to do this time, but he didn’t dare to ask! Although elder 

Tang was no longer the head of the Tang family, he still had the final say in the matters of the hidden 

tang family. If he didn’t agree, eldest brother Tang would be useless as the head of the family! 

Elder Tang didn’t say where he was going or what he was going to do, so the Tang family was even more 

confused. 

He didn’t dare to ask old master Tang, but eldest brother Tang dared to ask his son. In private, eldest 

brother Tang found an opportunity to pull Tang gezhi into his room and asked in a low voice,””Giving 

Shi, what is the old man going to do with you? Why did this happen so suddenly? There’s no warning at 

all?” 

“Father, please don’t make things difficult for me. How can I simply say anything about grandfather’s 

decision? Besides, I don’t know much, and you know grandpa’s temper. If I tell him, won’t I make him 

angry?” Tang geqi explained with a bitter smile. 

Boss Tang sighed. He knew what the old man was thinking. Once it was decided, it was decided. It was 

useless no matter what others said. Besides, there was nothing much to know about this child. At most, 

he was just a foil! 

However, it was a little strange that the old man had called Xiao Ming along! Xiao Ming was his 

concubine, and elder Tang was her father-in-law. Wasn’t it a little inappropriate to take her out? 

After thinking about it, Tang GE could only go to Xiao Ming and ask her about it, so he sighed and said to 

Ge Ge,””Forget it, giving, you can go back to your work. It’s fine!” 

After Tang zhige left, eldest brother Tang quickly walked to the courtyard where Xiao Ming was. He had 

not stepped into this courtyard for more than ten years. He was a timid man. After his wife had lost her 

temper, eldest brother Tang never dared to meet Xiao Ming in private again. It was equivalent to him 

forgetting about this concubine. If it weren’t for the fact that he had something to do today, he wouldn’t 

have come here! 

“Master, please stop!” Eldest brother Tang was walking with a heavy heart when a voice suddenly 

sounded, followed by a black shadow floating in front of him! 

Eldest brother Tang was about to get angry after being stopped, but when he saw the person in front of 

him, his expression suddenly froze. He quickly put on a smiling face and said, “Isn’t this Dabo? Da Bo, 

what are you doing here? I’m here to see Xiao Ming …”  

Chapter 1625: Rock Candy’s birth (1) 

“Please go back, master. No one is allowed to enter this courtyard for the time being.” Da Bo said 

indifferently. 

“This … Eldest uncle, Xiao Ming is my concubine. Isn’t it natural for me to visit her? why are you …” 

Eldest brother Tang’s expression was a little unsightly. Although da Bo was the old man’s personal aide, 

wasn’t he being a little too lenient? Why can’t I come to see my own concubine? 



“This is the order of the old master. I’m sorry!” “Patriarch, please don’t make things difficult for me!” Da 

Bo said expressionlessly. 

“Ah?” Eldest brother Tang was stunned for a moment. When he heard that it was his father’s intention, 

he immediately sighed. It seemed that his wish to get information from Xiao Ming was also in vain. If he 

wanted to force his way in, not only would he not be able to defeat da Bo, but if his father knew about 

it, his position as the family head would also be in danger. 

Thinking up to this point, eldest brother Tang could only helplessly turn around and leave. 

Elder Tang’s reason for leaving was very strange. It was almost his eightieth birthday, so he wanted to go 

out and take a look before it. And he had brought Tang geqi along because he was the eldest grandson, 

so he wanted to take him to gain some experience! This reason made sense. The old man’s idea was 

bold and imaginative, and no one doubted it! 

However, for Xiao Ming, the old master’s reason was that she had been cooped up at home for so many 

years. She was still the daughter-in-law of the Tang family and it was not good to treat her like this. He 

took her out to relieve her boredom! 

If not for the fact that elder Tang had long given up on alcohol and sex and was wholeheartedly pursuing 

the heavenly Dao, the family would have thought that he had some thoughts about Xiao Ming! 

However, the hidden tang family was rich and powerful. What kind of beautiful woman could they not 

find? If elder Tang wanted it, he could find a bunch of them. He would never have any ideas about Xiao 

Ming! 

And in this way, the combination of these three people was even more unpredictable! 

However, even though he was unfathomable, the hidden tang family still had to operate as usual. Old 

master Tang left with Tang gezhi and Xiaoming, and eldest brother Tang continued to be the head of the 

family. He didn’t dare to send people to follow old master Tang and see what he was doing! 

One had to know that elder Tang was a Sky Class master, and his senses were extremely strong. If eldest 

brother Tang did something behind his back, then elder Tang would have to bear the consequences! 

As soon as elder Tang left the house, he took Tang geqi and Xiao Ming straight to the ice Mountain, all 

the way to bingxue town, and to the inn owned by manager li of the Ice Palace! 

“Hello, we’re staying here!” Tang zhige politely said to manager li, who was sitting there with his eyes 

closed and almost falling asleep. 

“Stay in the hotel?” Shopkeeper li was slightly stunned. He raised his head and looked at Tang geqi, and 

his face suddenly changed! He had a pretty good memory, and had some impression of this person-he 

was one of the participants from the Ice Palace, but he couldn’t remember which house he was from. 

“It’s you? Why did you come back?” 

“Boss li, Hello-this is my Grandpa, the old master of the Hidden House Tang. I’ve come to see the sect 

master of the Ice Palace, and I hope that elder Li can help me report this …” Tang Qiqi knew how 

important he was to the Ice Palace, so he didn’t beat around the bush and told manager li what he 

wanted to say! 



Although it was a little direct, he believed that if he beat around the bush, it would only make manager li 

even more annoyed! 

“Oh? I’d like to see the sect master?” Shopkeeper li couldn’t help but find Tang geqi’s words funny. The 

master of a small hidden house had come to see the palace Master of an ancient sect? Wasn’t this 

overestimating his own ability? However, manager li still held back his laughter.”If you have anything, I 

can help you pass it on, but if you want to see the palace Master, let alone you, even I would find it very 

difficult to do so!” 

“This … Is good! I’ll write a letter and ask boss li to help me pass it to you, okay?” Tang Qiqi didn’t force 

him-after all, he was right-the sect master wasn’t someone a hidden tang family member could just 

meet as they pleased. 

“This one’s fine,” Manager li was in charge of the Ice Palace’s correspondence, and he was in charge of 

all the letters between the Ice Palace and the other sects and families. So, Tang zhige’s request wasn’t 

too much, and he agreed. 

“Then I’ll have to trouble boss li. Please help us get two rooms first. We’ll stay here first and then wait 

for the palace master’s reply.” Tang Gechi said. 

“There’s no problem with staying, but I can’t guarantee that the palace Master will not reply. ” “Give me 

your ID card and deposit, and I’ll get you a room,” said manager li. 

Old master Tang, Tang geqi, and Xiao Ming quickly took out their ID cards and deposit. After paying, they 

got the room card and returned to their rooms. 

As for the letter to the sect master, it was simple-Tang Qiqi and the old man had discussed it, and simply 

wrote down their guesses about her background, asking her to come and meet them. The letter was 

very polite-even if they weren’t relatives, the sect master wouldn’t blame them for trying to get into a 

fight with a hidden tang family. 

After writing the letter, Tang Qiqi sealed it and handed it to manager li, having him give it to the sect 

master on his behalf. The three of them spent the rest of the time waiting for news in the inn. 

At the peak of the ice Mountain, Qing rushed to the sect master’s room with a letter in her 

hands,”Palace Master, please take a look at this letter!” 

The sect master’s letters were usually read through by Qing-the ones that could be processed were 

processed, and the ones that couldn’t were given to the rock sugar. This letter was clearly of the most 

important type. 

Rock Candy was slightly startled. He rarely saw Qing Zhu in such a hurry, so he asked curiously,””Aunt 

Qing, where did the letter come from that made you so anxious?” 

Qing Zhu bitterly smiled and said with a strange expression,”Palace Master, you should take a look for 

yourself …” 

“Oh? Good!” Bing Tang saw that Xiao Qing’s expression was a little unnatural, so he nodded and took 

the letter. But halfway through, Bing Tang’s face changed, and the hands holding the letter trembled 

slightly! 



After all, she was a Sky Class late phase peak, and she rarely showed her anger on her face, but this 

time, she lost her composure.”She looks like me? Aunt Qing, is this possible …” 

“This … Palace Master, this …” Qing Zhu pondered for a moment and decided to tell the truth,””Palace 

Master, do you really care about your past?” 

After hearing Xiao Qing’s words, Rock Candy became silent …  

Chapter 1626: Rock Candy’s life experience (part two) 

She grew up in the Ice Palace and had never seen her biological parents. Here, her master and aunt Qing 

took care of her like family. To be honest, Bing Tang thought that this was enough. Even if she didn’t 

have parents, it didn’t matter. She thought that she would be very relieved … 

However, after reading the letter, Rock Candy realized that he still couldn’t get over it! He wanted to 

know who his parents were and why his parents had abandoned him! Why did they give birth to her and 

not raise her? 

And this letter was written by the hidden tang family, which made Bing Tang even more confused and 

angry. The hidden tang family might not be as powerful as the Ice Palace, but in the common world, 

they were still a huge existence, many times stronger than the noble houses! ‘Search wuxiaworld * 0rg 

on google’ 

How could such an influential family abandon their child? Did they do it on purpose or not? And now 

that she knew she was the sect master, she wanted to take her back? What were you doing earlier? 

But even though she was angry, she was still trying to find an excuse for her parents. Maybe they really 

did lose her by accident back then, or maybe they had been looking for her all these years. But she was 

in the Ice Palace, how could they find her? He couldn’t find him at all! 

These reasons made the grief and anger in Bing Tang’s heart calm down a little. She was originally a 

person who did not show her emotions on her face, and she usually had a cold look on her face. After 

taking a deep breath, she placed the letter on the table beside her and said indifferently,””Aunt Qing, 

you and master raised me and taught me martial arts. You are the closest people to me! However, no 

matter what reason my birth parents abandoned me for, they are still my parents, so it is impossible to 

say that they don’t care. However, I just want to figure out what happened back then, figure out my 

background … Aunt Qing, you have never mentioned the situation when you and master picked me up. 

Now … Can you tell me?” 

“AI!” Qing sighed,”it wasn’t that I didn’t want to tell you before-I was afraid that it’d affect your mood 

and affect your training. You were still young back then, and your heart wasn’t stable yet, but now that 

you’re Sky Class late phase peak, you don’t have to worry about it anymore. But since you didn’t ask, I 

didn’t bring it up, but since it’s already happened, I’ll tell you what happened back then!” 

“En, aunt Qing, tell me!” Rock Candy made a gesture to ask her to speak. Her emotions had already 

returned to calmness, and her expression was very indifferent. One could not tell whether she was 

happy or sad. 

“Back then, I wasn’t a Sky Class yet, but I was just a little bit away from breaking through from Earth 

Class late phase peak to Sky Class. The old palace Master saw this and took me out to travel, letting me 



break through to Sky Class in one go …” Qing said.”You know, in many cases, Earth Class comes from 

hard work, and after that, it’s all down to luck. Sky Class isn’t that easy, and we weren’t as strong back 

then-having one more Sky Class was a good thing! So, the old palace Master took me on a tour of the 

secular world … And the location of the tour was exactly where the Tang family was hidden …” 

“What? It’s really the hidden tang family!” Bing Tang’s expression changed slightly. At first, she still had 

some doubts about the credibility of this letter, but after hearing Xiao Qing’s words, her heart suddenly 

tightened. Could it be that everything written in this letter was true? 

“It’s where the hidden tang family is … It was a snowy night, and the old palace Master and I were 

planning to go outside to comprehend and see if there’s an opportunity to break through.” Qing said. 

Rock Candy nodded-her Ice Palace sect’s practitioner’s Arts were all focused on ice, and the colder the 

area and weather, the more beneficial it was for cultivation! 

“When I, old palace Master ha, came to an empty wilderness to cultivate, I suddenly heard the sound of 

a baby crying.” “Out of curiosity, your master and I followed the sound and found a swaddling cloth in 

the snow …” Qing Zhu said. 

“That infant is me?” Rock Candy had already guessed that the baby in the snow was definitely her. 

“Yes, at that time, Palace master’s face was already red from the cold, but you were still alive. This made 

the old palace Master and I very confused!” “When we came to the outskirts, there was no one around. 

With your master’s Sky Class perception, he could sense this place from far away, which means that the 

person who abandoned you must have been gone for at least half an hour, and in this half an hour, a 

newborn like you didn’t freeze to death in the middle of the wilderness! This is amazing!” 

Rock Candy’s face darkened slightly. Wilderness? If it was in a busy market, it could still prove that he 

was unintentionally lost. But in the wilderness, in the middle of the night, he was obviously abandoned! 

“That place is desolate and uninhabited?” Rock Candy asked. 

“That’s right … Otherwise, your master and I wouldn’t have been able to cultivate there!” “We know 

that the hidden tang family is in that town, so we deliberately stayed far away from their home,” said 

Qing. “The purpose is to avoid being detected by them while we’re cultivating! You have to know that 

when you cultivate, you will mobilize the spiritual Qi of heaven and earth around you. If you are close to 

it, it will be sensed by others …” 

“En, aunt Qing, you can continue.” Rock Candy didn’t say anything else, only signaling for Qing Zhu to 

continue. 

“At first, the old palace Master wanted to take it as a chance meeting you, and bring you back to the Ice 

Palace, finding a random disciple to raise you and leave you in the Ice Palace.” Qing 

continued,”however, you haven’t been frozen to death for so long. The old palace Master was a little 

curious. He subconsciously checked your body to see if you had any frostbite. In the end, he found out 

that you actually have a fake ice heart Jade bone physique!” It’s second only to the ice heart Jadestone 

body, and it’s perfect for our practitioner’s Arts! The old sect master was very excited at first, but who 

would’ve thought that we’d have such a chance-after all, the ice heart Jadestone body is a body that 

only appears once in a hundred years, and even the old sect master doesn’t have it!” 



“At that time, it was all thanks to master and aunt Qing. If not, even if I had a fake ice heart Jade bone 

physique, I would have frozen to death …” When Bing Tang said this, there was not much expression on 

his face. However, Xiao Qing could hear the anger in his voice and could not help but smile bitterly. This 

hidden tang family was really lost by others, and now they were looking for it again! 

“After that, the old palace Master and I carried you back to the hotel. We found the word ‘Tang’ on your 

swaddling cloth, so we guessed that your real surname might be Tang!” Qing Zhu continued.  

Chapter 1627: making up lies 

“What? “It’s really Tang … The hidden tang family and I …”Rock Candy’s breathing was a little rapid. 

“Palace Master, the local surname Tang is a big one. In the whole town, many people have this surname. 

It’s not necessarily the hidden tang family, so we didn’t think it could be the hidden tang family at that 

time.” Qing waved her hand and explained,”we saw the word ‘Tang’ at the time, and so the old sect 

master named you ‘Bing Tang’. After seeing your body type, he wanted to take you in as his last disciple 

and take over the Ice Palace!” That’s why I gave you the Ice Palace’s surname!” 

“I see …” Bing Tang nodded and said in a self-deprecating manner,””If that’s the case, then I’ll go and 

meet this old man of the hidden tang family who might be my grandfather …” 

Qing Zhu nodded silently. She understood Rock Candy’s thoughts. Especially after hearing about what 

happened back then, Rock Candy’s heart was even harder to calm down. 

The appearance of Rock Candy and Xiao Qing really shocked old master Tang and Tang jizhi! It could be 

described as appearing without a sound, standing in front of them quietly-even elder Tang, a Sky Class 

early phase, couldn’t feel a thing! 

The rock Candy was fine, but he was Sky Class late phase peak, of course he was strong! But Qing was a 

Sky Class mid phase, and even he couldn’t sense her-this made elder Tang understand that he was only a 

beginner Sky Class! He was still far from her level! 

When elder Tang saw Rock Candy in person, he was still moved! Although the person in front of him 

could not be said to look exactly the same as Xiao Ming, they were still very similar! He was excited-if 

the sect master really was from the Hidden House Tang, then wouldn’t the Hidden House become an 

ancient house Tang? 

“This Tang greets the sect master!” Although elder Tang was excited, he didn’t show it on his face. 

Although he might be Rock Candy’s grandfather, he was still not. 

“Tang Tang … Is that you …” Xiao Ming’s eyes were a little blurred as she looked at Bing Tang. The young 

woman in front of her gave her an inexplicable sense of intimacy! She really looked 70% to 80% similar 

to her when she was young! 

“You are …” Rock Candy’s heart was in turmoil. When she saw the woman in front of her, she also felt a 

sense of familiarity. However, because she was resentful about what happened back then, her attitude 

was very cold. 

“You’re Tangtang … You must be Tangtang …” Xiao Ming didn’t care if the other party was a Sky Class 

late phase Peak Master or not-she ran over and hugged Bing Tang, making elder Tang and Tang Zhi 



break out in cold sweat! If the other party were to get angry at such a rude action, they would have to 

bear the consequences! 

Rock Candy frowned, but in the end, he didn’t push Xiao Ming away! The resentment in his heart was 

instantly suppressed by the rock Candy! Regardless of elder Tang’s intentions, the woman in front of him 

was definitely showing her true feelings! 

Rock Candy was a Sky Class master-how sensitive was his spirit? This Xiao Ming was just an ordinary 

person. If she had the slightest bit of pretense, it would naturally not escape the eyes of Rock Candy! 

This Xiao Ming’s feelings for the rock Candy came from the bottom of her heart! 

How could such a person be the cruel parents who had abandoned her back then? Rock Candy wasn’t a 

fool, so there might be some hidden reason behind this! She glanced at the respectful old master of the 

Tang family and then at the excited Xiao Ming. The contrast between the two’s expressions was clear to 

Bing Tang! 

“I’m called Bing Tang. This … Auntie, can you let me go first?” Rock Candy hesitated for a moment and 

called Xiao Ming “Auntie.” Before he was sure, Rock Candy wouldn’t call her anything, even though he 

was certain that Xiao Ming had something to do with him! 

Otherwise, how could there be such similar people in the world? At first glance, the two of them looked 

very similar. Although there were still many differences upon closer inspection, they were twins, not 

mother and daughter! 

“Ah … Okay …” Xiao Ming suddenly remembered that the other party was the leader of an ancient sect, 

a much higher existence than the hidden tang family. Seeing that the proud elder Tang was so 

respectful, Xiao Ming immediately rubbed her hands awkwardly, not knowing what to do! 

“Tang … Elder Tang, I want to know one thing. How did you lose your child back then?” Rock Candy 

didn’t blame Xiao Ming for her rudeness. Instead, he looked at elder Tang and asked. 

” Palace Master, that year … A servant took Tang Tang out to play. In the end, the servant was in a hurry 

and wanted to find a place to relieve himself, so he put Tang Tang on the snow and went to the 

washroom … Because he might have been relieving himself for a long time, when he came back, he 

found that Tang Tang was gone …” Old master Tang had already thought of an excuse. This was also the 

same statement that he and Tang Zhi had used before. Although Xiao Ming knew that this was a lie, that 

her child was clearly lost, she still had a chance to escape. However, she had no right to speak. Now that 

she had acknowledged her daughter, she was already satisfied. So, Xiao Ming pursed her lips and 

lowered her head, afraid that her expression would reveal something! 

However, Rock Candy had been paying attention to Xiao Ming’s expression. The more Xiao Ming acted 

this way, the more suspicious Rock Candy became. After hearing elder Tang’s explanation, he said 

calmly, ” “Oh, then that means that the servant accidentally lost the baby? Where did the servant go? 

why didn’t he come? ” 

“This … That servant has already been executed. She has made such a big mistake, how can I keep her? ” 

” She lost my granddaughter! ” Elder Tang feigned anger. ” She still wants to live? ” 

“Oh, then what’s her strength?” Rock Candy continued to ask. 



“She …” Elder Tang was taken aback. He didn’t know why Bing Tang would suddenly ask about this 

servant’s strength. He didn’t know how to react! However, he was a cautious person, so he couldn’t help 

but vaguely say,””This … It was too long ago, I can’t remember it clearly!” 

“Nonsense!” “Bing Tang hmphed coldly,” my master’s a Sky Class late phase peak-she’d be able to sense 

if there’s anyone within a kilometer of her! Peeing? It’s really rare for your servants to relieve 

themselves? He ran a kilometer away?” 

“This …” Elder Tang’s forehead was covered in cold sweat-he didn’t think that the person who picked up 

the rock Candy was her master, and a Sky Class late phase peak at that! At this time, elder Tang finally 

understood why Bing Tang asked him about the strength of the servant! (To be continued.)  

Chapter 1628: A sad memory 

Only a Sky Class practitioner could avoid the scan of a Sky Class practitioner, and not be discovered! If 

they said that the servant wasn’t discovered because he was a Sky Class master, that would be pure 

nonsense! 

Not to mention the hidden houses, even an ancient sect or house wouldn’t kill a Sky Class master unless 

they committed an unforgivable crime! Not to mention losing a baby, and it was unintentional, even if it 

was intentional, he couldn’t be executed immediately! 

Unless the house had too many Sky Class Masters, but the Hidden House was obviously not like that! 

“I want to hear the truth.” “Do you think I’m so easy to bully, old man Tang?” Bing Tang asked lightly. 

As soon as she finished speaking, the aura of Sky Class late phase peak was fully released from her body, 

causing elder Tang to shiver uncontrollably and almost fall to the ground. Tang Zhi, on the other hand, 

was so scared that she didn’t dare to look up. On the other hand, Xiao Ming, who was an ordinary 

person, was looking at Bing Tang affectionately, her eyes full of love … 

“This … How would this Tang dare?” Elder Tang smiled bitterly-it was true that Bing Tang was his 

granddaughter, but now that she was the sect master of the Ice Palace, what kind of existence was she? 

even the old ancestors of the everyday and every day sect had to respect her, and he was a Sky Class 

early phase-he really wasn’t anything to her! 

“Since you don’t want to say it, please go back. What happened in the past is in the past. I don’t want to 

hear it anymore.” After saying that, Rock Candy turned around and wanted to leave. 

“Tang Tang … Don’t go!” Xiao Ming saw that Bing Tang was leaving and subconsciously rushed over, 

wanting to grab onto him, but then she remembered that he was a Sky Class master and reflexively 

moved her hand away, timidly and carefully,””I’m sorry, sect master …” 

Looking at the woman in front of him, who was very likely to be his mother, Bing Tang sighed slightly. 

For the time being, he didn’t care what that old fox, old master Tang, was thinking. This Xiao Ming 

should be caring for him! 

Thinking of this, Rock Candy stopped in his tracks.””What exactly happened back then?” 

“This … Eh! It’s all fate!” Elder Tang sighed,””Alright! My family’s misfortune, this old man will take the 

blame. Xiao Ming, you should say it!” 



Elder Tang had also agreed to the matter back then. Without his consent, how could the servants in the 

family lose a granddaughter? 

“My … Father …” Xiao Ming didn’t know what to say. She didn’t dare to say anything. When she first 

came, elder Tang had warned her not to say anything. So, she didn’t know what to say. 

“We’ll tell the truth-someone as strong as the sect master would be able to tell with one look!” Elder 

Tang sucked up to Rock Candy without leaving a trace. 

However, Rock Candy’s expression was very calm as he said,””Let’s talk in another room. ” 

After that, he turned around and walked towards the door. Boss li, who was behind him, was also very 

clever and prepared a room for Bing Tang. Xiao Ming hesitated for a moment and followed him. 

Old master Tang and Tang Qiqi didn’t follow either-the sect master had made it clear that she didn’t 

want them to participate, and they didn’t want to make her feel bad. 

As for eavesdropping, although elder Tang was a Sky Class master and could hear it, he didn’t dare! Rock 

Candy and Qing were both Sky Class Masters, and they were far stronger than him. If he eavesdropped 

like this, they’d definitely find out, and Rock Candy would be pissed off. 

Boss li didn’t enter the room. Instead, he let Bing Tang, Xiao Qing, and Xiao Ming in before he closed the 

door and stood guard at the door like a door God. 

Being alone with Rock Candy, Xiao Ming was a little nervous and excited. The person in front of her was 

most likely her daughter, but Xiao Ming didn’t dare to acknowledge her. She didn’t dare to speak too 

much either. She just stood there cautiously, not knowing what to do. 

“Auntie, please have a seat.” Rock Candy’s tone was much gentler than before-she’d been the high and 

mighty sect master of the Ice Palace, but now she was a little girl without any airs. 

“Ah … Okay …” Xiao Ming quickly nodded and sat down obediently. 

“Auntie, you don’t have to be so formal. I can tell that you’re very worried about your daughter, aren’t 

you?” Rock Candy looked at Xiao Ming’s appearance and couldn’t help but sigh. 

“I … I … For the past 19 years, there wasn’t a single day that I didn’t miss my daughter …” Xiao Ming’s 

tears fell instantly after being asked by Bing Tang. She was a little sad and miserable.”That was my child, 

my flesh and blood, but she left me a few days after she was born … I thought about her day and night, 

hoping that she would return to my arms and call me ‘mother’…” 

Xiao Ming’s Chatterbox suddenly opened up, and she said everything about how much she missed her 

daughter all these years … But in the end, it was all about how much she missed her daughter and didn’t 

have any main points. However, Rock Candy didn’t disturb her. Instead, he listened quietly, listening to 

this mother’s longing for her daughter! 

To be honest, Rock Candy didn’t really care about elder Tang. So what if he was her grandfather? When 

he abandoned her back then, it was the same as breaking all ties. However, she couldn’t ignore Xiao 

Ming! 



From Xiao Ming’s careful questioning of elder Tang, he could tell that Xiao Ming’s position in the Tang 

family was definitely not high. She was definitely not the young mistress of the Tang family. What was 

written in the letter was definitely a lie about her mother’s identity. Now, it seemed that her mother 

was at most a concubine! 

“Then … How did you break up with her?” After Xiao Ming was done, Bing Tang sighed and asked. To be 

honest, at that moment, Bing Tang even wanted to pounce on Xiao Ming and call her ‘mommy’, but she 

held back and didn’t do it! 

Firstly, the matter had not been confirmed, and secondly, she had not thought about how to deal with 

the relationship with the hidden tang family. 

“Back then …” Xiao Ming’s Chatterbox started,””My sister married a child from a branch of the Hidden 

House Tang. Although she’s also part of the Tang family, she’s not a direct relative of old master Tang, 

but a distant relative. She can only be considered a member of the family, but when she gets married 

and has children, she has to go to the Hidden House Tang to register! It was at that time when I 

accompanied my sister and brother-in-law to the Tang family to register. The Tang family’s eldest young 

master, who is … Tang Tang’s father, took a fancy to me. Under the influence of alcohol, he … I couldn’t 

resist even if I wanted to …” 

At this point, Xiao Ming sighed slightly. She didn’t have any background and was just a girl from an 

ordinary family. How could she be the opponent of a cultivator like eldest brother Tang when she 

encountered this kind of situation? (To be continued.)  

Chapter 1629: Paternity test 

Paternity test 

Rock Candy snorted coldly. He didn’t expect the eldest young master of the hidden tang family to be 

such a bad person! 

“After that, I was left in the hidden tang family and became the eldest young master’s concubine. Not 

long after, I got pregnant …” Xiao mo sighed.”But I’m a thorn in the young mistress ‘side. She’s also from 

a hidden family, so she’s always found me an eyesore and wanted to punish me … I almost had a 

miscarriage a few times …” 

Xiao Ming recounted the situation in bits and pieces, until the eldest young mistress sent someone to 

take the child away. Rock Candy was furious when he heard it. He slammed his palm on the Jade table in 

the room of the inn, and the Jade table turned into a pile of powder … 

“Young master’s grandma? “Is she very powerful …” Rock Candy’s voice was very cold. If that young 

mistress was in front of him, Rock Candy would probably have slapped her to death long ago. No matter 

how powerful the hidden clan behind her was, they wouldn’t dare to fart in front of Rock Candy. They 

would even clap their hands and say,”good hit, good hit!” 

“She … Sigh, you can’t blame her for this. It’s normal for her to be jealous …” Xiao Ming shook her head. 

“Normal … Then that young master is too incompetent?” “If you can’t even control your own woman, 

how can you still be the head of the family?” Let’s Just Die!” 



Xiao Ming was a little embarrassed … Although they weren’t very happy when they got together at the 

beginning, it had been so many years, and they even had a child. Xiao Ming still had some feelings for 

eldest brother Tang, and she also knew his difficulties, so she didn’t hate anyone. She was such a kind-

hearted person. 

“Let’s find a hospital and do a paternity test. Although they look similar, the world is full of strange 

things.” Rock Candy calmed her emotions and said indifferently,””If you’re really my mother, then you 

should stay in the Ice Palace-I don’t want to go back to that home, and I can ‘t!” 

“This …” Xiao Ming was stunned. She knew what elder Tang meant. He wanted Bing Tang to 

acknowledge his roots and ancestors. That way, the hidden strength of the Tang family would not only 

double or triple. But now, Bing Tang did not seem to have any intention of acknowledging the Tang 

family at all. 

“We’ll talk about the other things when the time comes. ” Rock Candy could see Xiao Ming’s dilemma 

and secretly sighed at her kindness. However, everything had to wait for the results of the paternity test 

to come out. Now that science was so advanced, it was very easy to do a paternity test. 

Although Rock Candy was in an ancient sect, she wasn’t the kind of person who didn’t care about the 

outside world. She still knew about the technology outside. 

“Okay …” Xiao Ming quickly nodded. 

After leaving the room, they returned to elder Tang’s room. Elder Tang saw that Bing Tang’s face was 

pale and wanted to ask about Xiao Ming’s condition. However, he hesitated and didn’t know what to say 

as he was afraid of angering Bing Tang. 

“Let’s go to the hospital and do a DNA test!” Bing Tang said indifferently. 

“Good, good! I’ll go now. ” Elder Tang was overjoyed. Did Rock Candy mean to acknowledge the Tang 

family’s status? Elder Tang was overjoyed at the thought of this. 

Rock Candy didn’t care about elder Tang’s expression and walked out of the room, leaving behind a few 

words,””Wait for me here tomorrow morning!” 

After saying that, Rock Candy left the inn with Xiao Qing and returned to the ice Mountain, leaving 

behind only old master Tang, who was so happy that the corners of his mouth were twitching, and Xiao 

Ming, who was somewhat reluctant to leave. As for Tang zhige, he felt that things didn’t seem to be so 

simple … 

Who was this sect master? she was the leader of an ancient sect-why would she go back to house Tang? 

If it was really an accident back then, it would still be fine. But what happened back then was not an 

accident! 

My own mother, you’re really a fraud! Tang Yingzhi cursed in his heart. Not only did he get his father 

into trouble, but he also got the entire hidden tang family into trouble! Such an awesome person was 

thrown away? 

That night was destined to be a sleepless night. Xiao Ming was so excited that she couldn’t sleep, and 

her heart was filled with sweetness. Old master Tang and Tang GE were thinking about the future of the 



Tang family, and they were both happy and worried. Rock Candy didn’t know how to face this hidden 

tang family! 

Eldest brother Tang, my father? Kill him? His mother, Xiao Ming, would definitely not agree. He had no 

choice but to start with the young mistress. As for the hidden family behind the young mistress, Rock 

Candy didn’t even care about them. 

“Palace Master, rest early …” Xiao Qing saw Rock Candy’s worry and couldn’t help but persuade him. 

“En, okay, aunt Qing …” Although Bing Tang said so, he didn’t feel sleepy … 

Early the next morning, Bing Tang brought Xiao Qing to the inn as promised. Old master Tang, Tang Qi, 

and Xiao Ming had already dressed up and were waiting in the lobby of the inn. When they saw Bing 

Tang and Xiao Qing, they immediately went over to greet them. 

Bing Tang and Xiao Qing didn’t wear their usual gauze clothes today. Instead, they had changed into 

normal clothes. At this time, Bing Tang was like a normal girl, bright and beautiful, like a college student. 

However, Rock Candy’s face was still cold and there was no smile at all! 

The few of them didn’t say much, and since Rock Candy didn’t say anything, elder Tang and the others 

naturally didn’t dare to say anything. They directly got into the car and headed to the nearest hospital to 

do a paternity test. 

The two cars drove directly to the nearby hospital. After getting a number, Rock Candy and Xiao Ming 

went to the laboratory together to do mitochondrion sequencing and Chang ‘ropéter type. Because 

there weren’t many people who did this, the results were out very quickly. 

Bing Tang’s face was expressionless, Xiao Ming was excited and nervous, and old master Tang and Tang 

GE felt bitter in their hearts. Bing Tang had found out the truth of what happened that year, and their 

original plan had failed. They were not sure whether hiding the Tang family was a blessing or a curse! 

The results were finally out. However, the results were a little strange! 

“The DNA similarity between the two is about 25%. In theory, the DNA similarity between the mother 

and daughter should be more than 50%, but we can’t rule out special cases.” “Yes,” the doctor 

said.”Although this similarity can also appear between two ordinary strangers, the possibility is very 

small. This kind of similarity usually appears in the members of the maternal family. So, the two 

appraisers can’t rule out the possibility of a mother and daughter …” 

“Ah?” Elder Tang was dumbfounded by the nurse’s words. ‘Possible?’ How could it only be a possibility? 

How did this happen? He couldn’t help but feel a little annoyed,”how did your hospital do the test?” 

How could it be possible?” 

“What we can be sure of now is that the person who did the DNA test should be a member of the 

family. Father didn’t come. If father came, we could do a DNA test and it would be confirmed.” The 

nurse explained. 

“Father didn’t come. Can grandfather do it?” Old master Tang regretted not bringing eldest brother 

Tang along. 



“Grandpa … Can do it. We can do a DNA comparison. If the DNA comparison results are high, we can 

basically confirm that the person who did the test is also a member of the Father’s family. From there, 

we can basically confirm the child’s identity.” The nurse said. 

。 

Chapter 1630: Calm down for a while 

There was one more thing that the nurse didn’t say. The test results could only prove that the child was 

a member of the Father’s family. As for whether it was the child’s father or not, that was unknown. It 

could be the child’s uncle’s grandfather, etc … 

However, it was obvious that she was asking for a scolding. As long as the DNA test showed that the 

child was from another family, it would be fine. The rest was an internal matter of the family. However, 

she still reminded,””In order to be accurate, it’s best to let the child’s father do it himself!” 

“Okay, okay, okay. Let’s do mine first. We’ll do the DNA test.” Elder Tang nodded. 

The results came out very quickly this time. It was now completely confirmed that Bing Tang’s DNA was 

very similar to that of old man Tang ‘s. In other words, Bing Tang should be a hidden member of the 

Tang family! Although there was still some possibility of the mother’s DNA being found, the Father’s 

DNA had also come out. Rock Candy was undoubtedly a member of the Tang family, so the previous 

possibility was no longer important. 

“Tangtang! It’s you!” Xiao Ming looked at the results and hugged the rock Candy excitedly! 

However, Rock Candy’s heart was not as excited as she had expected to see her biological mother. 

Instead, it was filled with bitterness … She didn’t know how to face it. She had acknowledged Xiao Ming 

as her mother, but what about the hidden tang family? 

“Sect master … May I call you my granddaughter …” Elder Tang couldn’t stop smiling-the sect master 

was indeed the granddaughter of the Hidden House Tang, this was great news! 

“I want to be alone …” Rock Candy waved his hand and walked out of the hospital … 

Looking at the back of Bing Tang, Qing sighed and said to elder Tang and Xiao Tong,””You guys go back 

to the inn and rest first. Once the palace Master has thought it through, he will come to find you.” 

Because Bing Tang’s attitude was not clear, Xiao Qing did not know how Bing Tang was going to face the 

Tang family, so she was very polite to elder Tang and Xiao Ming. 

“Good … Good!” Elder Tang thought to himself, there’s an 80% chance of success now, right? From 

Qing’s attitude, he could tell that she had a different attitude towards the Hidden House Tang! 

So, elder Tang wasn’t in a hurry, and he didn’t rush them. He just returned to the inn with Tang Qiqi and 

Xiao Ming, waiting patiently for news from the Ice Palace! 

Rock Candy’s heart was in a mess. He hadn’t seen his parents for almost twenty years, and now they 

suddenly appeared in front of him. Should he acknowledge them or not? Judging from the way Rock 

Candy treated the hidden tang family, it was already good enough that he didn’t cause them trouble. 



However, at the thought of Xiao Ming, Rock Candy’s heart softened again. His mother was innocent, and 

all of this was done by his black-hearted father! So, it was fine if she wanted to acknowledge her family. 

Bing Tang only wanted to acknowledge her mother. As for her relationship with the hidden tang family, 

she could let it go for the sake of her mother. However, she should just get lost to where the young 

mistress came from. Xiao Ming was the young mistress in the future! 

This was the only right Rock Candy could fight for for his mother! This was the so-called ‘an honest 

official can’t resolve family affairs’. Although Rock Candy was angry, with her mother in the middle, she 

couldn’t do anything to the hidden tang family. So, she could only fight for some benefits for her 

mother! 

Of course, if he did, the young mistress would have to leave even if he didn’t say anything-no matter 

how powerful her hidden family was, they were nothing in front of the Ice Palace! 

The hidden level and the ancient level were not on the same level at all. 

Bing Tang sighed faintly and said,”aunt Qing, what should I do?” Are you going to admit it or not?” 

Now, although he still needed to do a DNA test with eldest brother Tang, all the signs had shown that 

Rock Candy was a hidden member of the Tang family, which was an indisputable fact! 

“Palace Master, actually, this might not be a bad thing. As long as Palace master’s attitude is right, it will 

be fine.” “It’s true that the Hidden House gave birth to you, but it’s the Ice Palace that raised you-you 

don’t have to worry about it. Acknowledging your family is just an identity, but that doesn’t mean 

anything!” As far as I know, many ancient sects and houses have secretly supported some hidden houses 

and small sects as their eyes and ears. So, it’s not impossible to turn the Hidden House Tang into the Ice 

Palace’s eyes and ears! Plus, I can see that your mother’s a kind person-you can just bring her to live in 

the Ice Palace, and she won’t have to suffer in the Hidden House!” 

“That’s true …” After listening to Xiao Qing’s words, Bing Tang suddenly became enlightened. That’s 

right, so what if I acknowledge my family? It was just an identity-they didn’t need to promise anything to 

the hidden tang family. In fact, the hidden tang family could become the eyes and ears of the Ice Palace! 

After acknowledging his family, the hidden tang family wouldn’t dare to order him to do anything for 

them. This was just a capital for them to show off to the outside world, and Rock Candy didn’t mind. 

“Isn’t this it? Hehe, it’s always a good thing to have an extra pair of eyes and ears. ” Qing said. 

“Alright, then I’ll admit it. Let that … Eldest brother Tang come here and do a DNA test.” Rock Candy still 

couldn’t say the word ‘father’. After all, what eldest brother Tang did in the past was simply worse than 

a beast! 

“Alright, I’ll talk to them.” Xiao Qing nodded. For such a small matter, there was no need for Rock Candy 

to make a trip. Xiao Qing could completely do it for him. 

Elder Tang didn’t expect to receive news so quickly. He didn’t dare to be negligent when he saw Xiao 

Qing,””This Tang greets elder Qing. May I ask elder Qing, what about the palace Master …” 

“The palace Master said to ask the Tang family’s eldest young master to come here and do a DNA 

comparison. If it’s confirmed, then this marriage can be acknowledged.” “But don’t think too much 



about it, elder Tang-the sect master may be a member of your hidden house, but she’s not someone you 

can control!” Qing said calmly. 

“This Tang naturally understands this!” Elder Tang wasn’t an idiot-the Ice Palace wouldn’t listen to the 

Hidden House Tang. He only came here to acknowledge his family-with this relationship, the Ice Palace 

only needed to take care of the hidden tang family. The hidden tang family would be able to rise in 

power in no time, and he wouldn’t let the Ice Palace do anything-that would be an Idiot’s decision. 

“It’s good that you know. ” It was not easy for Rock Candy to say these words, but there was no problem 

with little Qing saying them.”Also, the palace Master said that she doesn’t like the eldest young 

mistress. You know what to do with Xiao Ming’s identity, right?” 

These words were said in front of Tang Gege, but Tang Gege didn’t seem to have any inappropriate 

expression at all! He was an honest man who looked down on his biological mother’s actions. He felt 

that it was not an act of helping a good wife, but harming his father! (To be continued.) 

 


